Test suite augmentation is an important technique for quality assurance of evolved software. In rapid evolution of software development, engineers usually combine black-box and white-box test suites to facilitate understanding and management. This paper presents a research proposal on test suite augmentation via integrating black-and white-box testing techniques. There are two directions of our test suite augmentation. One direction is from black-box to white-box, augmenting functional test suites to satisfy structure coverage criteria. The other direction is from white-box to black-box, augmenting coverage test suite to satisfy functional requirements. A series of evaluation methods is proposed to verify the effectiveness of our augmentation approaches.
Introduction
For evolved software, existing test suites may not be adequate to validate new test requirements. Test suite augmentation techniques generate new test cases using existing test information to cover new or modified parts of software [10] . Most of the work on test suite augmentation leaves the recent progress of test data generation based on source code [14] . The augmented test suite is designed to satisfy certain coverage criteria [12] , such as branch coverage. This type of testing techniques is a kind of white-box.
Developers always use white-box testing to obtain the confidence for the quality of software. White-box testing uses coverage criteria as a proxy method to measure the quality of software [9] . It targets source code to verify whether it fulfills program logic. On the other hand, black-box testing is a widely used approach in which test data is often derived from software requirements [3] . It targets meaningful application scenarios and can exercise requirements very well. Black-box testing pays little attention on code implementation. White-box test data generation is easily automatic because of the great progress on dynamic symbolic execution and search-based strategies. Black-box test cases derived from functional requirements are easily maintained because they are usually generated by humans with domain knowledge. It is natural to combine these two kinds of testing techniques because of their complementary features.
Due to fierce competition, the development cycle is rapidly iterative and raises new requirements for quality assurance. A new trend is to combine black-box and white-box test suites to facilitate understanding and management, as well as to reduce the cost of maintenance [1, 2, 4] . However, there are some gaps between black-box and white-box, which make it difficult to combine existing test suites. This motivates us to bridge the gaps by test suite augmentation. That is, new test cases are augmented as far as possible to satisfy both white-box and black-box requirements, resulting in a holistic test suite in the development cycle.
In summary, the research question of this paper is the following:
• How to augment test suite via integrating black-and white-box testing techniques?
It is expected to obtain a holistic test suite with advantages of both black-box and white-box testing. The test suite could satisfy software requirements and be meaningful for given application scenarios due to its black-box techniques. The test suite can cover program structure and have high fault detection capability due to its white-box techniques.
In this paper, we propose a systematic approach on test suite augmentation via integrating black-box and white-box test suite to improve software testing for rapidly evolved software. Our research includes two directions. One direction is to augment a black-box test suite to satisfy white-box coverage. The basic idea is to augment a new test case with a similar execution path but exercise different obligations. We assume that similar execution paths represent similar functional requirements. The other direction is to augment white-box test suite to satisfy certain software requirements. The features (such as keywords) of functional requirements will be extracted and will be mapped to program entities to guide the augmentation of white-box test suite.
The main contributions of our research are twofold. (1) We propose a new and systematic approach to augment test suite to achieve high fault detection capability and be meaningful for given application scenarios. (2) We propose a series of evaluation methods to show the effectiveness of our augmentation approach.
Related work

Augmentation Technique
Test suite augmentation uses existing test information to generate new test cases. The new test cases are expected to exercise the modification parts of software or display the change of software execution behavior.
Santelices et al. augmented test suite by combining symbolic execution techniques with a control flow graph or data flow graph [10] and proposed two steps of test suite augmentation [11] : (1) find the behavior of the new software version that is uncovered by the existing test suite; (2) generate the new test cases for the untested behavior. Xu et al. used concolic testing to augment a new test suite [12] and compared it with genetic algorithms during test suite augmentation [12] . They used branch coverage as the measurement. Jamrozik et al. proposed an approach to generate test suites with augmented dynamic symbolic execution [15] . They claimed that DSE usually generates single and simple values for path conditions, which may result in losing some important errors. So, they augmented the path condition by adding boundary values, mutation operators or logic coverage obligations into path conditions, and they produced the solve answer for different values.
Yang et al. used static information to calculate the changes of evolutionary software and generated new path conditions to augment test suite [6, 16] . Fraser et al. combined the search algorithm and mutation technology to augment test suite [13] . The experimental results showed that the test suite generated by their method could achieve maximum code coverage with the smallest size. Xu et al. performed a comparative analysis of the role of genetic algorithms and concolic testing in test suite augmentation [17] . They found that test cases augmented using concolic testing are more effective, while using genetic algorithms are more flexible. Yoshida et al. proposed a novel technique for automated and fine-grained incremental generation of unit tests through minimal augmentation of an existing test suite [5] . They analyzed dynamic dependence variables using Reduced Ordered Binary Decision Diagrams. Chen et al. augmented test suite using the data method to cross-combine the most frequently occurring variables based on the coverage criteria [18] .
All augmentation techniques described above are restricted to white-box testing. Our augmentation is integrating blackbox and white-box. The augmented test cases are expected to satisfy certain functional requirements so that they can be easily maintained and reused.
Black-Box and White-Box Testing
Gray-box testing partially uses white-box and black-box techniques with incomplete program information. Wang et al. proposed a method that generates test cases directly from a UML activity diagram by using the gray-box method [8] . They took full advantage of the black-box testing to analyze the expected external behavior and the white-box testing to cover the internal structure of software under test. Kicillof et al. used black-box testing to build a behavioral model, and used conformance of the software under test to provide general guidance for the generation of the tests. White-box testing could generate concrete parameter values, which maximize code coverage using symbolic analysis. Hence, this method could exercise all selected paths in the behavioral mode and all possible coverage paths in the coverage strategy.
There is some research on using black-box and white-box testing directly. Beckert et al. made use of software structure information during black-box testing [2] . They used specifications as inputs for black-box testing, and turned them into whitebox testing methods. Barrett et al. analyzed the program's internal and guaranteed a level of test space coverage. They refined initial coverage requirements to explore the regions in a high-dimensional test space and generated test cases that satisfied these requirements and test space coverage [1] . Beydeda et al. integrated white-box and black-box techniques for class-level regression testing [4] . They generated class specification implementation graphs, which contain control and data flow information, and then added data flow edges for black-box testing.
All the techniques described above only focus on one side of black-box or white-box. Our augmentation technique integrates black-box and white-box to obtain a holistic test suite.
Our approach and evaluation
Our research includes two directions. One direction is to augment a black-box test suite to satisfy white-box coverage criteria. The other direction is to augment a white-box test suite to satisfy certain software requirements. 
Augmentation from Black-box to White-box
We have an assumption underlying our method:
• The existing test case t exercises meaningful application scenarios of the system under test. A new test case t' is augmented from t. If the execution paths of t and t' are similar, t' can also exercise similar application scenarios that are meaningful. Figure 1 shows the process of augmentation from black-box to white-box. In summary, our method has the following five steps:
Step 1. Inputs obtaining Our approach needs three inputs, including a good black-box test suite that is generated manually, a white-box coverage criterion that the augmented test suite should satisfy, and the program under test. We use the black-box test suite generated manually as the existing test suite because it satisfies program requirements and has meaningful application scenarios. According to the assumption mentioned above, the augmented test cases that have similar execution paths with the original black-box test cases can also satisfy software requirements and have meaningful application scenarios.
Step 2. Obligations generation.
We generate all the obligations of the program for a given coverage criterion. An obligation is a source entry in the programming language, such as high-level statements or decisions. For example, an obligation presents a reachable branch in branch coverage.
Step 3. Coverage measurement.
Each black-box test case is run on each obligation and records the execution information. The execution information includes the upper nearest branch point of the obligation and whether the test case satisfies the obligation. We use instrumentation to get this execution information. Also, we can get all unsatisfied obligations that have not been satisfied by the existing test cases.
Step 4. Selection (obligations, test cases and their input variables).
We select an unsatisfied obligation and a test case that have similar execution paths. We could select an unsatisfied obligation randomly. To select a test case that has a similar execution path, for the unsatisfied obligation, if there exists a test case that covers the same decision but not the condition as the unsatisfied obligation, we will use this test case to augment a new test case with a similar execution path. Otherwise, if there is no such test case, according to execution information, we will select a test case that covers the upper nearest branch point for the obligation and use it to augment a new test case. In the worst case, if there is not a test case that covers the same decision as the upper nearest branch point for the obligation, we will select an existing test case randomly to augment a new test case.
Step 5. Augmentation.
A new test case is augmented based on the selected test case. In our approach, we attempt to get a new test case by changing some input values of existing test cases. One method for changing values is using dynamic symbolic execution. According to the execution information, we will find out which variables in the obligation are not satisfied. Then, we select the input variables of the selected test cases that are independent of the unsatisfied variables. Changing these input values will not affect the obligation, and we then reuse the values of the independent variables. Meanwhile, we symbol the remaining input values. Next, we combine the obligation and concreate test case, and use dynamic symbolic execution to solve it. The solved test case will satisfy this obligation. Since these two test cases have similar execution paths, according to the assumption, we believe the new test case will meet similar program requirements and have meaningful application scenarios with the selected test case. If there is no solution, select another test case and augment it again. Repeat steps 4 and 5 until all unsatisfied obligations have been satisfied by at least one test case. Figure 2 . The process of augmentation from white-box to black-box.
Augmentation from White-box to Black-box
Our main idea of this research is to analyze existing white-box test cases that satisfy software requirement, find their character and use them to augment new test cases. Figure 2 shows the process of augmentation from white-box to black-box. In summary, our method has the following four steps:
Step 1. White-box test suites obtaining We select one or more coverage strategies, such as branch coverage or MC/DC. Then, for each coverage strategy, a test suite will be automatically generated to satisfy it. Also, these test cases can come from the test case pool of the previous version.
Step 2. Requirement measurement.
We build the model of black-box requirements and measure each test case by using the model to find out which software requirements have been satisfied. So, we can get the test cases that meet software requirements.
Step 3. Characteristic analysis.
We analyze these test cases that meet software requirements and discover the characteristics of these test cases, such as the potential interactions that exist between parameters and the constraints between parameters and values. After that, we can figure out some potential interactions between the software structure and requirements.
Step 4. Augmentation.
We use characteristics that are discovered in Step 3 during the generation of the white-box test suite. For example, add the potential interactions that exist between parameters when using dynamic symbolic execution so that the generated test cases can satisfy some software requirements.
From this method, we could generate a white-box test suite that meets software requirements. Moreover, these test cases can be used as existing black-box test suite in our method mentioned in Section 3.1.
Evaluation methods
We use three evaluation methods as following:
1. Coverage ratio. This is to evaluate the effectiveness in respect to the white-box and our augmented test suite. 2. Percentage of meaningful test cases for application scenarios. This is to evaluate the effectiveness in respect to the black-box and our augmented test suite.
3. Mutation score. This is to evaluate the fault detection capability of test suites.
In evaluation method 1, we calculate two aspects of coverage. One aspect is the percentage of white-box coverage for the existing black-box test suite, such as branch coverage or MC/DC. Especially, we calculate the percentage of important but uncovered functions. The other is the percentage of same coverage for our augmented test suite. We use this evaluation to prove that only using the black-box test suite cannot satisfy the test requirement of program structure.
In evaluation method 2, we calculate two aspects of percentage of meaningful test cases for application scenarios. One aspect is percentage of test cases with meaningful application scenarios in the automatically generated white-box test suite. The other is the percentage of test cases with meaningful application scenarios in the augmented test suite. We use this evaluation to prove that only using the white-box test suite cannot satisfy the test requirement of program requirements.
In evaluation method 3, we calculate the mutation score of simply combing black-box and white-box test suite, as well as the augmented test suite respectively. We use this evaluation to prove that the fault detection capability of the test suite that simply combines the black-box and white-box test suite is not strong enough, so our research is significant.
Conclusions
In this paper, we explore our research work about test suite augmentation by integrating black-box and white-box test suites. Our research includes two directions. One direction is from black-box to white-box, augmenting functional test suites to satisfy certain structure coverage criteria. The other direction is from white-box to black-box, augmenting coverage test suites to satisfy certain functional requirements. From this method, we could get a test suite that not only meets the software requirement, tests the program structure and implements details well, but also boasts high fault-finding and meaningful application scenarios.
